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70 Years

Overview

Over the past 70 years, ArtReview has grown from a fortnightly broadsheet into the world’s leading contemporary-art media platform, speaking to specialist and general readers around the world. Its archives
constitute one of the world’s key indexes of recent art history, and its
current issues explore the latest movements in art and culture – and
an art history to come. ArtReview, a respected source of criticism, news
and comment, connects with opinion-formers and tastemakers in the
artworld and a genuinely international readership. Ahead of the curve,
ArtReview has consistently been an early champion of those artists
now setting the agenda in an increasingly global art world.
Beautifully designed by the award-winning John Morgan studio, the
magazine offers the most in-depth and intimate portrait of contemporary art in all its forms. Written with style and clarity, ArtReview is the
accessible, engaging and authoritative view on the art of the present.
In 2013, ArtReview launched ArtReview Asia to bring an ambitious new
voice to art in the Asia region. ArtReview Asia brings ArtReview’s ethos
of independence and accessibility to the fast-evolving culture of contemporary art across the world’s largest continent.

‘Totally amazing’
Hans Ulrich Obrist

Online, artreview.com brings its readers exclusive digital content,
news and comment, while subscribers have digital access to ten years
of ArtReview’s magazine archive. And through regular newsletters and
social media, ArtReview connects with over 250,000 people every month.

‘Required reading in the arts sector’
El País

Alongside its print and digital reach, ArtReview is evolving a new strand
of live events, creative partnerships and consultancy projects. From its
popular ArtReview Bar nights to partnered talks programmes to special
projects, ArtReview is continuously innovating new ways to bring art
and its audience together.

The ArtReview audience

Artists | Collectors | Museum Directors
Curators | Institutions | Students
Investors | High-net-worth individuals
Art collectors
Trusting ArtReview to advise and inform
Opinion leaders
Art professionals demanding high-quality writing
and a critical perspective to maintain thought
leadership
Luxury consumers
Turning to ArtReview for cultural trends
Future influencers
Students of the arts, forming long-term affinities
with brands supporting the arts

ArtReview magazine
ArtReview attracts an affluent, urban readership and a global following among artists,
collectors, museum directors, curators and a young, art-interested public
ArtReview is published in print and digital
versions.

Circulation 50,539
Subscribers 

81%

The print edition is a premium title with
excellent visibility in key art-centres worldwide, reaching newsstand and subscribers
in over 60 countries.

Newsstand 

19%

The online magazine is an exact replica of the
print edition, providing our global audience
with instant access to the content in each issue.

Usa  30%

Asia 

8%

Alongside subscriber and newsstand distribution, ArtReview is present at major art fairs
worldwide, including Art Basel, Art Basel
Miami Beach and Art Basel Hong Kong, Frieze
London and Frieze New York, FIAC (Paris),
ARCO Madrid, Artissima (Turin), LISTE Basel,
Zona MACO (Mexico City), The Armory Show
(New York), CHART Art Fair (Copenhagen)
and SP Arte (São Paulo).

Rest of the World 

7%

Recent partnerships include K11 Art
Foundation, BMW, UBS, West Bund Art
& Design Art Fair, V-A-C, Modern Forms,
Etro, Dhaka Art Summit, CHART,
Salon Suisse and Photo London

Age

Distribution
UK 

32%

Europe 

23%

Demographic
Gender
Male 

52%

Female 

48%

18–24  

16%

25–44  

56%

45–54  

18%

Coming in 2019
Inspired, independent, international
Each month ArtReview presents a mix of artist profiles, opinion-forming columns, think pieces and global exhibition reviews. Themed issues and special focuses
create space for extended coverage, from annual specials such as the Power 100 and Future Greats, to in-depth consideration of topics throughout the year, such
as emerging art scenes and the value of art.

January & February
Future Greats A double-issue guide to artists
to watch out for over the coming year. Extra
distribution at Art Stage Singapore, Art Genève,
ARCOmadrid, Zona MACO and Frieze LA
March
70 Years of ArtReview A look back at 70 years
of art reviewing. Extra distribution at Art Basel
Hong Kong and the Armory Show
April
Europe A look at Europe’s art scene postBrexit. Extra distribution at Gallery Weekend
Berlin, SP-Arte and Art Brussels

Spring
Hong Kong Launching at Art Basel
Hong Kong, the Spring issue looks
at the latest developments in the
city’s art scene. Extra distribution
at Art Basel Hong Kong

May
Venice As the world’s oldest biennial
opens its doors, we look at the pick
of the pavilions and other exhibits.
Extra distribution at Frieze New York, Photo
London and the Venice Biennale

September
Autumn Extensive coverage of
the new season of international art
events. Extra distribution at Art Week
Berlin, EXPO Chicago, Art Rio and Gallery
Weekend Mexico City

Summer
High Season Highlights of all the
fairs, festivals and shows during one
of the most important periods in the
contemporary art market calendar.
Extra distribution at Art Basel in Basel

October
London & Paris Art Season A focus
on London and Paris, coinciding
with Frieze Art Week, FIAC and all
collateral events. Extra distribution
at Frieze London and FIAC

Summer
Future Greats A look to new
artistic trends across the continent.
Extra distribution at Art Basel in Basel

Autumn
Mapping the Territory In addition to
examining artistic production and presentation by region, the Autumn issue looks
ahead to the season’s fairs, festivals and
biennials. Extra distribution at KIAF

November
Power 100 We unveil the year’s
most influential players. Extra
distribution at Artissima, Paris Photo,
and West Bund Art & Design
December
Looking Back and Ahead A focus
on the Americas and a look ahead
to 2020. Extra distribution at Art Basel
in Miami Beach

Winter
Shanghai The Winter issue is published
to coincide with West Bund Art &
Design in Shanghai. It also encompasses
ArtReview Asia’s annual focus on the art
of South and Southeast Asia. Extra
distribution at West Bund Art & Design

ArtReview Asia magazine
Published four times a year, ArtReview Asia looks at the world
of contemporary art from an Asian perspective

Launched in May 2013 and published four times a year, ArtReview Asia brings
the values of ArtReview to the artistic production of the world’s largest and
most diverse continent.
ArtReview Asia covers art from both the West and the East, and a few places
in between, and targets a readership based in Asia. Reviews have an emphasis
on shows in Asia or by artists from Asia, and the majority of ARA’s writers
and critics are based in the territories they cover. As Asia’s art scene evolves
and develops to include some of the most commercially successful and internationally exhibited artists on the planet, ARA aims to provide a central and
independent platform upon which those contributions can be evaluated
and discussed, without restraint or restriction, and in full consciousness
of the ideas and context in which they were born.
In keeping with ArtReview’s core goals, ARA is also dedicated to exploring the
ways in which ideas developed by artists are absorbed by other cultural genres,
from fashion and film to architecture and design. Artists, however, are at its
heart: previous editions have featured collaborations with some of the continent’s leading figures – from Rirkrit Tiravanija and Apichatpong Weerasethakul
to Heman Chong, Chim Pom, Yang Fudong and Koki Tanaka.

ArtReview digital

‘Prestigious’ Le Monde
‘The Forbes 100 of the artworld’

Reuters

Website

Newsletter

artreview.com, the website for ArtReview and
ArtReview Asia, commissions and hosts exclusive
multimedia content, including artist projects,
news, previews, blogs and videos by ArtReview’s
global network of contributors, alongside articles
from recent issues of ArtReview and ArtReview Asia
magazines, and highlights from 70 years of issues
from the ArtReview archive.

ArtReview and ArtReview Asia’s weekly email newsletters keep readers up-to-date with the current
preoccupations of ArtReview’s writers and editors,
including information about ArtReview Live
events, news, previews and reviews from exhibitions, fairs and biennials around the world.
Each email goes out to over 40,000 registered
subscribers.

artreview.com also gives subscribers access to
The Magazine Online, the archive of all digital
editions of ArtReview and ArtReview Asia from 2006
to the latest edition, as well as dedicated Power
100 pages charting ArtReview’s annual ranked list
of the contemporary artworld’s most influential
players, providing visitors with up-to-the-minute
insight into the latest developments in contemporary art.
artreview.com

Social Media
ArtReview has the biggest Twitter following
among art magazines, with active and growing
Facebook and Instagram feeds, keeping our audience up to date with ArtReview’s online content,
print issues and live events.

Social Media

Unique visitors  

30,099

Twitter284,773

Page views  

94,126

Facebook26,745

averaged across last 12 months

Instagram151,932
Email newsletter 

40,954
as of Q4 2018

